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Relative strength of the pyrope–majorite solid solution and the flow-law

of majorite containing garnets.

Simon A. Hunt∗,a,b, David P. Dobsona, Li Lic, Donald J. Weidnerc, John P. Brodholta

aDepartment of Earth Sciences, University College London, Gower Street, London. WC1E 6BT, UK
bDepartment of Chemistry, University College London, 20 Gordon Street, London. WC1H 0AJ, UK

cSUNY Stony Brook, Inst. Mineral. Phys., Dept. Geosci., Stony Brook, NY 11790 USA

Abstract

Even though the garnet phase is the second most abundant phase in the upper-mantle and transition-

zone, no previous studies have directly measured the effect of majorite content on the strength of garnet

under mantle conditions. Here we report the results of constant strain-rate and stress-relaxation ex-

periments on garnets in the pyrope–majorite solid solution which constrain the strength of majoritic

containing garnets relative to pyrope as a function of majorite content and temperature. We find that at

temperatures below 650 ◦C both pure pyrope and majoritic garnets have the same strength. Conversely,

above 650 ◦C we find that majoritic garnets are initially stronger than pure pyrope but weaken with

increasing temperature and majorite content and with significant majorite contents are weaker than

pyrope above approximately 800 ◦C. We develop a flow law for the entire pyrope–majorite solid solution

as a function of temperature and majorite content.

Key words: garnets, transition-zone, majorite rheology, flow-law, high-pressure, high-temperature

1. Introduction1

The garnet phase is the second most abundant mineral component of the upper mantle and transition2

zone, after olivine and its high pressure polymorphs. In undifferentiated pyrolite mantle, the modal3

amount of garnet is about 15% at depths of 100–300km increasing to around 40% between 500 and4

600km. In subducting slabs the percentage garnet in the MORB component of the slab can be as high5

as 90% between depths of 450 and 550 km (Ringwood 1991). There is potential, therefore, for the garnet6

phase to have a significant influence on mantle dynamics. However, despite this there have been, to date,7

relatively few studies measuring the rheology of even pure pyrope, let alone other garnet compositions8

relevant to the mantle. Studies that have been undertaken measuring the flow of pyrope include Wang9

and Shaocheng (2000), Dobson et al. (2005) and Li et al. (2006).10

The increasing amount of garnet with depth in the subducting slab and mantle is the result of the11

increased solubility of pyroxene (generically AB(Si2O6), where A and B are the two cations) in garnet as12

the pressure and temperature increase. This changes the composition of the pyrope (Mg3Al2Si3O12)-rich13

garnet to give an increasing majorite (Mg4Si4O12) content, by substituting Mg2+ and Si4+ onto the14
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(a) Bulk modulus – K (b) Shear modulus – µ

Figure 1: Plot of K and µ values reported in the literature for the pyrope–majorite solid solution
(updated after Sinogeikin et al. 1997), where Xmj = [mj]/([mj] + [py]). The solid lines are the weighted
fit to all the data for which there are published errors and the dotted lines are the separate weighted
fits to the data with majorite contents above and below 67 %, after the preferred fit of Sinogeikin et al.
(1997). The coefficients for the solid and both parts of the dashed lines are presented in table 1. The
data are taken from: Sato et al. (1978), Leitner et al. (1980), Sumino and Anderson (1984), Duffy and
Anderson (1989), Bass and Kanzaki (1990), Leger et al. (1990), Yeganeh-Haeri et al. (1990), O’Neill
et al. (1991), Armbruster et al. (1992), Rigden et al. (1994), Pacalo and Weidner (1997), Sinogeikin et al.
(1997), Gwanmesia et al. (1998), Wang et al. (1998), Chen et al. (1999), Conrad et al. (1999), Zhang et al.
(1999), Gwanmesia et al. (2000), Lui et al. (2000), Wang and Ji (2001), Sinogeikin and Bass (2002a,b),
Gwanmesia et al. (2006).

octahedral site, which is occupied by Al3+ in pyrope. As the majorite content of the garnet increases15

there is a corresponding decrease in the bulk and shear modulae (figures 1a and b).16

Various authors (e.g. Cohen 1991, Gilman 2003) have argued that a material’s bulk modulus is a good17

guide to its resistance to plastic deformation. Assuming that this is applicable in the garnet solid solution,18

majorite-rich garnets should be mechanically weaker than pyrope. The opposite conclusion is drawn by19

Karato et al. (1995) who argued that the strength of a range of low-pressure garnet-structured materials20

is a function of homologous temperature and normalised creep strength; they argue that majorite garnet21

should follow the same trend and will therefore be stronger than pyrope in the transition zone. Kavner22

et al. (2000) find that majorite supports a larger shear stress than pyrope in room temperature diamond-23

anvil cell studies, consistent with the conclusions of Karato et al. (1995); however, no high temperature24

studies of majorite strength or rheology have previously been reported.25

We have performed relative-strength experiments to resolve the conundrum as to whether majoritic26

garnets are stronger or weaker than pyrope, as well as to generate sufficient data to calculate a flow law27

for more majorite-rich garnets. The relative strength experiments were undertaken on beam line X17B228

at the NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA.29

2. Experimental method30

The relative-strength experiments reported here were performed on beamline X17B2 at the NSLS31

(Weidner et al. 1992), using both the Deformation-DIA (D-DIA; Wang et al. 2003) and T-Cup (Vaughan32

et al. 1998) multi-anvil press modules in a 200 tonne load frame. The detector arrangement of this33

beamline consisted of four energy-dispersive detectors aligned in pairs to observe the diffraction patterns34
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(b) 7/3 T-Cup cell

Figure 2: A schematic of the D-DIA cell and a example of the T-Cup cell used at the NSLS in this study.
The hexagons are the boron epoxy cube for the D-DIA cell, the dark grey – MgO, black – graphite, light
grey – boron nitride, triangles – Al2O3 pistons, hatching – crushable alumina, heavy black lines are foil
markers between the samples which are white.

from the samples both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of uniaxial deformation. This is35

sufficient to constrain the hydrostatic and differential stress on the sample because the sample geometry36

is axi-symmetric. The diffraction detectors are complimented by a fluorescent YAG crystal and visible37

light CCD camera which image the sample during the experiment. Each experiment contained two38

samples which were stacked on top of each other and then deformed simultaneously under near-identical39

conditions; such an experimental design has been used previously (e.g. Li et al. 2003, 2006, Hunt et al.40

2009).41

The first experiment in this study was performed in a 6/4 D-DIA cell to investigate the relative42

strength of pyrope and py95mj5 as a function of temperature; the cell design for this experiment is43

illustrated in figure 2a. This was followed by experiments in the T-Cup to investigate the relative44

strength of more majoritic garnets (which would exolve enstatite at the lower pressures attainable in the45

D-DIA) and pyrope in stress relaxation experiments. The T-Cup experiments had pairs of samples with46

compositions of pyrope with 75% pyrope (py75mj25), and 75% pyrope with 50% pyrope (py50mj50); an47

experiment with a pure majorite sample was attempted but the majorite transformed to enstatite. The48

successful T-Cup experiments were undertaken in 7/3 and 7/2 cells respectively; the cell design for both49

experiments was the same and is illustrated in figure 2b. The majorite-containing starting samples were50

made from synthetic end-member pyrope (py100) and majorite (mj100) glasses which were mixed then51

repeatedly glassed in air at 1600 ◦C and ground under acetone until homogeneous. These glasses were52

then transformed into garnets at pressure and approximately 1400 ◦C in a 1000 tonne multi-anvil press53

at UCL; the recovered products were analysed by X-ray diffraction to confirm their crystal structure54

and phase purity. The recovered samples were ground for use as starting materials in the deformation55

experiments.56

Each deformation experiment was conducted as follows. Prior to compression of the sample diffraction57

patterns were acquired from each sample in the cell for the measurement of a reference unit cell volume,58

V0. The sample assembly was then compressed at room temperature to the required end load at which59
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point an X-radiograph and diffraction patterns from each sample were recorded. The cell was then60

heated to the desired temperature, and for the D-DIA experiment the active deformation was started;61

there was no annealing before deformation to remove compression damage. The elastic and macroscopic62

strains were observed throughout the experiment by the acquisition of a repeated sequence of alternate63

radiography and diffraction measurements. The exposure time of the images was of the order of tens of64

microseconds, and the time taken to collect each diffraction pattern was approximately 5 minutes. The65

temperature was increased when either: a few percent strain had been accumulated in the samples under66

the current conditions or, in the stress-relaxation experiments, the samples had stopped straining.67

3. Data analysis68

Diffraction patterns were analysed for phases present and unit cell parameter using plot85 and the69

axial and radial elastic strains calculated. Calculation of the elastic strains requires the thermal expansion70

of the samples; the value taken for the volumetric thermal expansion was that of pyrope (19.9×10−6 K−1;71

Fei 1995) and was assumed to be independent of pressure, temperature and composition. The stresses72

can then be calculated, for an aggregate of randomly orientated cubic polycrystals in an axi-symmetric73

stress field (Nye 1985, page 143):74

σa = c11εa + 2c12εr (1a)

σr = c11εr + c12(εa + εr) (1b)

where σa and σr are the stresses in the axial and radial directions respectively, εa and εr are the crystal-75

lographic strains in the same directions. The values c11 and c12 are the elastic constants (generically cij)76

for the samples, at the conditions of the measurement; no averaging of the elastic constants is needed77

because garnet is cubic.78

The cij values used in this study are taken to change as a function of pressure, temperature and

majorite content, according to the relationship:

c
P,T,Xmj

ij = c0
ij + P

∂cij

∂P
+ T

∂cij

∂T
+ Xmj

∂cij

∂Xmj
(2)

where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, c0
ij are the cij values of pure pyrope at room pressure and

temperature. Xmj is the majorite content of the garnet, which as is defined as:

Xmj =
[mj]

[mj] + [py]
(3)

and [mj] and [py] are the molar proportions of majorite and pyrope in the samples.79

The c0
ij values and their composition derivatives (∂cij/∂Xmj) have been derived (using Lamé’s rela-80

tionships, e.g. Poirier 2000, pages 13-14) from a weighted fit to values of the bulk (K) and shear (µ)81

modulae for the pyrope–majorite solid solution taken from the literature (figure 1). The dependency of82

cij with majorite content (∂cij/∂Xmj) and the value for pure pyrope (c0
ij) can be interpolated from the83
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Continuous composition derivatives Discontinuous composition derivatives
All majorite contents High majorite (Xmj > 0.67) Low majorite (Xmj 6 0.67)

Value at Xmj = 0 ∂/∂Xmj Value at Xmj = 0 ∂/∂Xmj Value at Xmj = 0 ∂/∂Xmj

K 172.9 ± 0.3 −10.9 ± 0.7 168.9 ± 5.5 −6.7 ± 6.0 172.9 ± 0.3 −10.9 ± 0.7
µ 91.6 ± 0.2 −3.7 ± 0.3 81.4 ± 2.7 7.3 ± 2.9 91.7 ± 0.2 −4.7 ± 0.8

Table 1: Composition dependencies of KXmj
and µXmj

on majorite content, where Xmj = [mj]/([mj] +
[py]). The numbers presented here are those that describe the fits in figures 1a and b. The units of the
intercept values and slopes are GPa and GPa/Xmj respectively.

cij cij,Xmj=0 (GPa)
∂cij

∂P

∂cij

∂T
(GPaK−1)

∂cij

∂%Mj
(GPaX −1

mj )

c11 295.0± 0.3 6.9 ± 0.1 -0.033 ± <0.001 −16.4± 0.9
c12 111.8± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.1 -0.013 ± <0.001 −72.0± 1.2
c44 91.6 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1 -0.010 ± <0.001 −37.0± 0.3

Table 2: Table of the isotropic cij values used in this study to calculate the stresses in the garnet samples
from the elastic strains. For details of the origin of the numbers see text; the data from which these data
are derived are listed in the caption for figure 1.

published data by assuming either that the composition dependency is continuous (solid lines, figure 1)84

or that there is a discontinuity in the composition dependency (dashed lines, figure 1). A discontinuity85

in ∂K/∂Xmj and ∂µ/∂Xmj is preferred by Sinogeikin et al. (1997) on the basis that a cubic-tetragonal86

transition occurs in pyrope–majorite garnets at ambient conditions and Xmj = 0.67. However, they could87

not exclude the possibility that the modulae decrease continuously across the solid solution. Heinemann88

et al. (1997) concluded that the cubic-tetragonal transition in pyrope–majorite garnets, a likely source89

for any discontinuity in the composition derivative, does not occur at high pressures and temperatures90

in majorite rich garnets. Therefore, in the present study, the composition derivatives of the moduli are91

considered to be continuous across the entire solid solution, particularly since the composition of the92

present samples were less than Xmj = 0.5. The weighted least-squares fits to the data giving the changes93

in K and µ as a function of majorite content in pyrope, both with and without a discontinuity, are94

presented in table 1; the data which were published without errors have been left out of the analysis,95

although they are included in figure 1.96

Measurements of the pressure derivatives of K and µ (∂K/∂P and ∂µ/∂P ) as a function of majorite97

content are not as numerous as measurements of merely the modulae; the papers which include pressure98

dependency data are: Duffy and Anderson (1989), Rigden et al. (1994), Gwanmesia et al. (1998), Wang99

et al. (1998), Chen et al. (1999), Lui et al. (2000), Wang and Ji (2001), Sinogeikin and Bass (2002a),100

Gwanmesia et al. (2006). There is no definitive composition dependency to the pressure derivatives of101

cij demonstrated by these data and therefore the pressure derivatives are calculated as a weighted fit102

to the published ∂K/∂P and ∂µ/∂P values assuming that there is no composition dependence. The103

temperature derivatives of the cij values (∂cij/∂T ) are isotropic Hill averages of the single crystal data104

for the ‘pyrope-rich garnet’ in Anderson and Isaak (1995); they are also assumed to be independent of105

composition. All other higher order derivatives are assumed to be negligible. A summary of the cij106

values and their derivatives used in this study is presented in table 2.107
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The change in the length of the samples throughout the experiment was calculated, from the ra-108

diographs, by the cross-correlation method described previously by Li et al. (2003). From these length109

changes the sample strains can be calculated, the errors of which are estimated assuming that; (1) there110

is a 5 pixel error in the starting length of the sample, and (2) the error in length change between two111

adjacent images is 0.05 pixels. This radiographically measured strain (∆l/l0) contains a recoverable112

elastic strain component, as well as a component due to unrecoverable plastic strain. During deforma-113

tion at constant stress and temperature (in the D-DIA) the elastic strain is constant and the plastic114

strain-rate is equal to the observed bulk strain-rate. This is not the case for stress-relaxation exper-115

iments (in the T-Cup) where both the elastic and plastic strains vary simultaneously; consequentially116

the strain-rates measured by radiography are not necessarily equal to the true plastic strain-rates in117

the samples. Therefore, to calculate the instantaneous plastic strain-rates we first calculate the true118

instantaneous plastic-strains using the procedure of Durham et al. (2002), who define the plastic strain119

developed during some time interval as:120

ε =
Rk,n − Rk,n+1

Rk,n

(4a)

where Rk is the so called Kung ratio:

Rk =
ln
l0

/
an

a0
(4b)

The sample length is l, a is the axial unit-cell length measured by diffraction and the subscript n denotes121

the values at time n. The ratio Rk is the compliment of the bulk strain which would be observed if the122

sample was instantly relaxed to zero stress and room temperature at the time of the measurement.123

In order to calculate Rk properly the values of a and l need to be coincident in time, which in the124

raw data they are not. Therefore, the axial crystallographic length (a in equation 4b) was calculated125

at the time of the radiography measurements by interpolation. The plastic strains and instantaneous126

strain-rates were then calculated from Rk for each sample. The ratios of the instantaneous strain-rates127

from the T-Cup and D-DIA experiments were then used to determine the effect of temperature and128

composition on the strength of the garnet solid-solution.129

The experimental data in this study were not sufficiently constrained or abundant to determine

independent flows law for pyrope-majorite garnets. However, with some manipulation, the ratio of the

strain-rates of the pyrope and majoritic samples can be used to derive a flow law for majorite-containing

garnets relative to the flow law for pure pyrope. This relative flow law can then be combined the with

flow laws of previous studies on pure pyrope (Dobson et al. 2005, Li et al. 2006) to give a flow law for

the entire pyrope–majorite solid solution, which is important for mantle garnet compositions. The flow

law for majoritic garnet relative to that for pyrope is derived from the flow laws for the two separate

phases as follows. We assume a generic flow-law for plastic deformation of:

ε̇ = A0σ
n exp

(

−Q

RT

)

(5)

6
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where ε̇ is the strain rate, A0 is the pre-exponential factor, σ the differential stress, n the stress exponent,

Q is the activation energy for creep, R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature; this is the flow-

law generally applied to climb-assisted dislocation glide deformation. Rearranging this equation for

Q and taking the difference between the two relationships for majoritic and pyrope garnets gives the

difference between the activation energies of majoritic and pyrope garnet:

QXmj − Qpy = −
(log ε̇Xmj − log A

Xmj

0 − nXmj log σ) − (log ε̇py
− log Apy

0 − npy log σ)
1

RT

(6)

where the superscripts ‘Xmj’ and ‘py’ denote the majorite- and pyrope-rich phases respectively. Under

the experimental conditions the stresses in both the samples are the same and assuming that the stress

dependency does not change as a function of majorite content (i.e. nXmj = npy) the stress dependencies

cancel. By also assuming that the A0 values have no temperature dependency, which is true for a simple

Arrhenius process, the equation above simplifies to:

QXmj − Qpy = −

[

∂(log ε̇Xmj − log ε̇py)

∂ 1
RT

]

σ

= −

[

∂ log( ε̇
Xmj

ε̇py )

∂ 1
RT

]

σ

(7)

It is therefore possible to calculate the differences in activation energy and pre-exponential factors for130

high-temperature creep in pyrope and majoritic garnets.131

The activation energy (Q) can be split into two parts: the activation enthalpy (E∗) and an activation

volume (V ∗):

Q = E∗ + PV ∗ (8)

where P is the pressure. If the activation volumes for pyrope and majoritic garnets are identical the132

activation energy (Q) in equation 7 is independent of pressure because the PV ∗

py and PV ∗

Xmj
terms can-133

cel. For the experiments conducted here, no correlation between the strain-rate ratios and the measured134

pressure was discernible in the experimental data. Therefore, it has been assumed that the volume of135

activation is constant across the solid solution (V ∗

py = V ∗

Xmj
) and has no effect on the strain-rate ratio.136

4. Results137

The three successful synchrotron experiments undertaken in this study were analysed to find the ratio138

of the strain-rates for the two samples during the experiment and the results are presented in table 3 as a139

function of temperature. The data were analysed in slightly different manners for the D-DIA (Garn 33)140

and T-Cup experiments but the data from the two T-Cup experiments (Garn 35 and 36) were analysed141

in an identical manner.142

D-DIA experiment — py100–py95mj5 (Garn 33)143

The first experiment was undertaken in the D-DIA with samples of py100 and py95mj5 with constant144

strain-rates. The pressure and differential stresses during this experiment were constant at each set145

7
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Run # Samples T P σ ¯̇εXmj
¯̇εpy Ratio

(◦C) (GPa) (GPa) (×10−6s−1) (×10−6s−1) (ε̇Xmj
/ε̇py)

D
-D

IA Garn 33 py95mj5 800 9.2 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.1 2.05 ± 0.05 2.38 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.03
py100 1000 8.7 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 4.99 ± 0.04 5.05 ± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.01

1200 7.9 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 6.85 ± 0.06 6.13 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.01

T
-C

u
p

Garn 35 py75mj25 500 9.5 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 1.2 2.3 ± 0.8 1.38 ± 0.41
py100 600 11.4 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 1.5 8.1 ± 2.6 0.58 ± 0.14

775 13.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 11.7 ± 1.3 14.9 ± 1.5 0.78 ± 0.06
850 13.6 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.2 4.65 ± 0.50
900 12.5 ± 0.1 < 0.1 ± 0.1 − −

Garn 36 py50mj50 600 12.9 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 10.8 ± 2.6 11.5 ± 3.7 0.94 ± 0.22
py75mj25 670 11.5 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 1.0 0.16 ± 0.02

720 11.9 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.4 7.5 ± 0.7 0.45 ± 0.04
770 10.5 ± 0.1 < 0.1 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.4 0.51 ± 0.03
920 7.6 ± 0.1 < 0.1 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 3.95 ± 0.60

Table 3: Strain rates and experimental conditions for the pyrope-majorite relative strength experiments.
The strain-rates presented here for the Garn 35 and 36 are the arithmetic averages of the instantaneous
strain-rates and as such are only included to give an indication of the actual strain-rates in the experiment;
strain-rate ratios for the stress-relaxation experiments are the average of the instantaneous strain-rate ratio
at those conditions. The data in this table have been plotted in figure 7.

of conditions (table 3) and therefore it is possible to calculate the plastic-strains directly from the146

radiography images, rather than via the Kung ratio (equations 4a and 4b). Measured strains are plotted147

in figure 3.148

The sample strain-rates (ε̇Xmj
/ε̇py) changes systematically with temperature (table 3). The first data149

point after heating (grey points in figure 3) were excluded from the strain-rate calculations in order150

to avoid including the transient effects that result from heating. The strain-rate ratio decreases with151

increasing temperature; at 800◦C the py95mj5 garnet is weaker than pyrope but at 1200◦C the reverse152

is true.153

T-Cup experiments — py100–py75mj25 (Garn 35) and py75mj25–py50mj50 (Garn 36)154

Two stress-relaxation experiments were performed in the T-Cup, with higher majorite contents in the155

garnets and at higher pressure than the experiment in the D-DIA. To calculate the plastic component156

of the strains from these stress-relaxation experiments it was necessary to use the Kung ratio (equations157

4a and 4b); the resulting plastic strains are plotted in figures 4a (Garn 35) and 5 (Garn 36). The plastic158

strains calculated in this way differ from the strains calculated directly from the radiography images by159

between 1 and 2 % with most of this difference occuring during initial heating of the samples.160

The most significant feature of the plastic strain in Garn 35 (samples: py100 and py75mj25) is that161

there is a significant increase in the strain accommodated by both samples upon increasing the temper-162

ature from 600 to 775 ◦C. This temperature range is consistent with the weakening observed in garnets163

by Weidner et al. (2001). As with Garn 33, above 600 ◦C, there is a weakening of majorite-rich garnets164

relative to pyrope with increasing temperature.165

The increase in strain with time during the experiment is more monotonic in Garn 36 than Garn 35166

but similar features can be observed in the data. At 600◦C the strain-rates are approximately the same,167
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Figure 3: Strain as a function of time during experiment Garn 33. The filled symbols are for the py100

sample and the open symbols are the py95mj5 sample; the grey symbols indicate those data points not
used in the calculation of the strain-rates; the first black point at each temperature was used as the l0 in
the strain calculation.

between 670 and 770◦C the py50mj50 sample has a slower strain-rate than the more pyrope rich sample168

and at 900◦C the py75mj25 sample almost stops straining, whist the py50mj50 continues to deform. Above169

770◦C in Garn 36 the differential stresses became too small to measure, but the samples continued to170

strain in a manner consistent with the rest of the experimental results. Moreover, at room temperature171

the more majorite-rich sample supported a higher differential stress (6.5 ± 0.4GPa in the py50mj50172

sample as opposed to 1.7 ± 0.9GPa in the py75mj25 sample). This is consistent with the observations173

of Kavner et al. (2000), who observed that majoritic garnets support a very large differential stress at174

room temperature.175

The confining pressures throughout Garn 35 are high enough for the py75mj25 sample to be stable176

but in Garn 36 the pressures drop below the ≈12.8GPa pressure required for the py75mj25 garnet to177

be in its stability field. At the temperatures of these experiments the kinetics of the decomposition178

reaction proved to be too slow for enstatite to form, indeed no enstatite peaks were observed in any of179

the diffraction patterns. We note here that a further experiment, Garn 37, was performed with pure180

majorite as one of the samples; this sample was observed to transform to pyroxene at ≈11.4GPa and181

550◦C. For all the experiments, the difference between the pressures measured from the two samples were182

for the most part within two standard deviations of each other (figure 4b shows the pressures measured183

during Garn 35); the same is true for the differential stresses at high temperature (figure 4c – differential184

stresses from Garn 35). The mean pressures and differential stresses for each temperature in all the185

experiments are listed in table 3.186

Recovered samples187

Figure 6 presents two secondary electron images of the samples recovered from experiment Garn 36;188

these images are typical of the recovered samples from all the experiments reported here. In these images189

it can be observed that the grains are between 1 and 5 µm in size, with a mean of approximately 2µm.190
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(a) Plastic strain (from Rk)

(b) Confining pressure (c) Differential stress

Figure 4: Strain and stresses during experiment Garn 35. The filled symbols are for the py100 sample
and the open symbols are the py75mj25 sample; the vertical dashed lines indicate the time at which the
temperature was increased to the values adjacent to the lines. The grey symbols in part (a) indicate data
points not used in calculating the ratios of the strain rates.

Figure 5: Strain and stresses during experiment Garn 36. The filled symbols are for the py75mj25 sample
and the open symbols are the py50mj50 sample; the vertical dashed lines indicate the time at which the
temperature was increased to the values adjacent to the lines. The grey symbols indicate data points not
used in calculating the ratios of the strain rates.
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Figure 6: SEM micrographs of the recovered samples from experiment Garn 36; the left-hand image is
of the py75mj25 sample and the right-hand image of the py50mj50 sample.

Experiment Garn 33 Garn 35 Garn 36 35 & 36 combined
Sample 1 py100 py100 py75mj25 py100

Sample 2 py95mj5 py75mj25 py50mj50 py50mj50
QXmj − Qpy 3.9 ± 0.4 101.0 ± 7.4 57.1 ± 4.3 158.1± 8.5

log A
Xmj

0 − log Apy
0 0.37 ± 0.03 11.48± 0.83 6.31 ± 0.49 17.79 ± 0.96

Table 4: Activation energy differences and A0 values for the pyrope–majorite experiments. These fits
are the lines that are plotted in figure 7.

the similarity of the grain-sizes between the two samples means that it is unlikely that the difference in191

strength between samples is due to crystal superplasticity.192

Strain-rate ratios193

The ratio of the instantaneous strain-rates of the two pairs of samples in each experiment were194

calculated (table 3) excluding the data highlighted in grey in figures 3, 4 and 5. These data have195

been excluded because either they are immediately after heating of the samples and so will incorporate196

transient effects or the sample is not straining significantly under the conditions. The resulting ratios197

are plotted in figure 7. The most obvious feature in this graph is the change in behaviour above and198

below ≈ 650◦C (1/RT ≈ 1.30 × 10−4 mol J−1). Below 650 ◦C the strain-rate ratio measurements show199

no strong temperature dependency and the mean value (0.97±0.16) is within error of unity, whilst above200

650◦C there is a clear temperature dependency. In Garn 35 and 36, above 800◦C the more majoritic201

samples are weaker (i.e. straining faster) than the pyrope samples, whereas between 650 and 770◦C the202

pyrope-rich samples are weaker. The D-DIA experiment (Garn 33) follows a similar pattern however the203

majoritic sample is weaker above 1050◦C and stronger below this temperature.204

The temperature at which the strain-rate ratios change from being temperature independent to tem-205

perature dependant is about 650◦C. This is within the temperature range for the change in deformation206

mechanism from dislocation glide to climb-assisted dislocation glide (after Dobson et al. 2005), and ap-207

proximately the temperature above which cation diffusion in metamorphic garnets becomes significant208
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Figure 7: Ratio of the strain-rates in the pyrope and py-mj samples against 1/RT for experiments in
this study, where T is the absolute temperature. The vertical dotted line is the approximate temperature
at which the deformation mechanism changes from dislocation glide to climb and the errors of the offline
experiments have been omitted because of their size. The data plotted here is presented in table 3 and
the weighted fits to the data are presented in table 4.

(Yardley 1977). Moreover, around this temperature, depending on the strain rate, there is a change in209

the microstructure of both naturally and experimentally deformed garnets (Voegelé et al. 1998a,b).210

Above 650◦C the strain-rate ratios become sensitive to temperature and at these temperatures climb-211

assisted dislocation glide is the dominant deformation-mechanism (Li et al. 2006). Between 650 and212

800◦C majoritic garnets are stronger than pyrope; however, this does not mean that there is an increase213

in the absolute strength of majoritic garnets but only that the majorite phase has weakened less than214

the pyrope as the deformation mechanism changes from dislocation glide to climb-assisted glide, indeed215

there is a 10-fold weakening in Garn 35 between 600 and 750◦C. The strain-rate ratios of the py100–216

py95mj5 experiment show a smaller temperature dependence than the other experiments which have a217

25%-majorite difference between the samples and the py75mj25–py50mj50 has a lower dependency on218

temperature than the py100–py75mj25 experiment.219

Flow-law for majorite containing garnets220

From the strain-rate ratios (figure 7, table 3) the activation energy (Q) of majoritic garnets relative221

to that of pyrope has been calculated, using equation 7. These activation energy differences, calculated222

from a weighted fit to each set of experimental data above 650◦C, are presented in table 4; the differences223

between the logarithms of pre-exponential factors (log A0) are also included in the table. In the final224

column in table 4 the values from experiments Garn 35 and 36 are summed to give the differences in225

activation energy and logarithms of the pre-exponential factors between pyrope and py50mj50.226

From these activation energy differences the change in activation energy as a function of majorite227

content across the entire pyrope-majorite solid solution can be derived assuming that the cubic–tetragonal228

transition does not have a significant effect on rheology or that it does not occur at elevated pressures229
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Figure 8: Activation energy difference for the pyrope–majorite solid-solution as a function of majorite
content in the high temperature regime (T> 650◦C); the solid line is the fit to the data defined by equation
9c and the dashed lines are one the standard error boundaries of the fit. The errors on the data points
are the weighted fits presented in table 4.

and temperatures (after Heinemann et al. 1997). The activation energy differences between pyrope and230

majoritic garnets have been plotted as a function of Xmj in figure 8.231

The functional form of the activation energy difference between pyrope and majoritic garnets is not

known and no previous work has been found in which the expected functional form has been derived.

However, there are various constraints on the function which the relationship must have beyond the

values of the data. The function QXmj − Qpy must be zero at Xmj = 0. For both ‘low’ and ‘high’

majorite contents there is expected to be relatively little change in the activation energy for creep as

a function of Xmj because the occupancy of the octahedral site will be dominated by Al3+ or Si4+

and Mg2+ respectively. Most of the change in activation energy will therefore be at at ‘intermediate’

compositions, but what constitutes ‘low’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘high’ compositions is not known a priori.

These constraints define the activation energy to be a sigmoidal function of majorite content. The best

fitting function (solid line in figure 8) was found to be an asymmetric sigmoid and has the form:

QXmj − Qpy = a

(

b · X c
mj

1 + b · X c
mj

)

where a, b and c are constants.232

This relationship has the same form as the Hill equation (Hill 1910, who used it to describe oxygen233

ligand bonding to haemoglobin). Significantly however, this function passes through zero at no majorite234

content and has by far the lowest least squares misfit of all the functions tried. Moreover, the function does235

not asymptote with increasing majorite content. The sparsity of the data and the errors on the activation236

energy differences do not preclude the possibility that the actual functional form of the relationship is237

different from that used here. A similar analysis has been performed for the value of the pre-exponential238

factor difference assuming that both pyrope and majorite have the same stress dependencies and, again,239

the Hill equation has the smallest least squares residual of all the functions tried.240

Combined, these relationships define the flow law for majoritic garnets relative to that of pyrope to
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be:

ε̇Xmj
=











ε̇py when T < 650◦C,

A
Xmj

0 σn exp
(

−Q
Xmj

RT

)

when T > 650◦C.

(9a)

where

log A
Xmj

0 = log Apy
0 + 19.9(13)

(

51.8(489) · X
2.6(6)

mj

1 + 51.8(489) · X
2.6(6)

mj

)

(9b)

QXmj = Qpy + 180.5(119)

(

39.1(319) · X
2.5(5)

mj

1 + 39.1(319) · X
2.5(5)

mj

)

(9c)

For reference the flow law for pyrope at less than 650◦C has been measured by Dobson et al. (2005) and at241

greater than 650 ◦C by Li et al. (2006) who measured Qpy = 270±40 kJmol−1 and Apy
0 = 3.5+4.8

−2.0×106s−1.242

Therefore the activation energy for climb-assisted dislocation glide in end-member majorite according to243

this study is 446 ± 44 kJmol−1.244

5. Discussion245

Mineral physics246

The relationship between the strength of pyrope and majoritic garnets is more complex than initially247

expected. A change in relative strength with composition was expected but the temperature effect was248

not; in hindsight perhaps it should have been. Such temperature dependant behaviour has not been249

predicted previously but we are confident that the temperature effects observed here are robust and not250

an artefact derived from pressure effects. If all the experiments saw a reduction in sample pressure with251

increasing temperature we would be unable to distinguish between a pressure and temperature depen-252

dant rheology. However we saw the same temperature-dependent trend of strength in all experiments253

despite the pressure increasing slightly (Garn 35), dropping slightly (Garn 33) and dropping significantly254

(Garn 36). This suggests that the pressure effect is small, supporting our neglect of the PV ∗ term, in255

equation 8.256

The change in strength between pyrope and majoritic garnets is clear to see in figure 7. At low257

temperatures (< 650◦C) majoritic garnets have the same flow law as pyrope while at higher temperatures258

the flow law of majoritic garnets is significantly dependent on the majorite content of the garnet and259

the temperature (equation 9). The flow law derived here is consistent with a change in deformation260

mechanism in both pyrope and majoritic garnets at about 650◦C. This is in agreement with the studies261

of Yardley (1977), Voegelé et al. (1998a,b), Dobson et al. (2005) among others, all of whom make262

arguments related to a change in deformation mechanism at about this temperature.263

The relative flow-law presented here, in equation 9, is valid assuming that the stress dependences (n)264

of pyrope and majoritic garnets are the same. In the calculation for the flow-law if they are the same265

they cancel but if not the pre-exponential factor as formulated here has a stress dependant term in it.266

It cannot, however, be discerned from this data set if there is a change in n with majorite composition.267
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We suggest the observed composition dependence of majorite rheology might be explained as follows:268

strain-rate, under a given differential stress, in the dislocation-climb regime is controlled by diffusion269

of the chemical species. By adding Si onto the nominal 3+ site in garnet it becomes easier to create270

cation vacancies by local charge-balancing with Si4+, increasing the vacancy concentration. This, in271

turn, increases the the pre-exponential factor in the strain-rate Arrhenius equation (equation 9b). How-272

ever, adding silicon to the 3+ site also increases the migration enthalpy, resulting in an increase in the273

magnitude of the exponential term; hence the steeper gradients in figure 7 as a function of increasing274

majorite content. These two effects combine such that at temperatures above approximately 800◦C275

highly majoritic garnets are weaker than pyrope.276

Rheology of the mantle277

In normal mantle, i.e. away from subduction zones, the highest garnet component of the mineralogy is278

in the transition-zone, at depths of about 520km (Ringwood 1991), where the temperatures are between279

1600 and 1700◦C. At these conditions, majoritic garnets in the transition zone will be much weaker than280

pure pyrope would be at the same conditions. This, combined with the increased strength of the high281

pressure polymorphs of olivine (e.g. Weidner et al. 2001) relative to that of olivine, shows that majoritic282

garnets will be the weak phase in the transition zone; a conclusion which is contrary to the predictions283

of Karato et al. (1995) and Kavner et al. (2000).284

Thermal models show that at transition zone depths the top-most layer of the subducting slab is at285

temperatures in excess of 800◦C. Therefore any majoritic garnets in the MORB layer of the subducting286

slab will be weaker than if they were pure pyrope. Relative to the core of the slab, the MORB layer will287

be weaker because of the elevated temperatures and the weakening caused by the majorite component of288

the garnet. However, the weakening effect of majorite is unlikely to be sufficient to make the MORB layer289

weaker than the surrounding, non-subducting mantle because of the significant difference in temperature290

between the normal mantle (T ≈ 1600−1700◦C) and the top of the slab. Therefore, it is unlikely that this291

study invalidates previously published models of MORB layer delamination at the 660 km discontinuity292

(e.g. van Keken et al. 1996) but the relative viscosity of the garnet layer and the core of the subducting293

slab will be significantly reduced or even reversed and the models will need to be reassessed.294

6. Summary and Conclusions295

In this study we have measured the relative strength of garnets in the pyrope–majorite solid solution296

and shown that the strength of majorite relative to that of pyrope changes as a function of temperature297

and composition. A flow law for majorite has been enumerated (equation 9) and we conclude that the298

the activation energy for climb-assisted dislocation glide in end-member majorite is 446 ± 44 kJmol−1.299

At temperatures below 650 ◦C both pure pyrope and majoritic garnets have the same strength whilst300

above 650 ◦C we find that majoritic garnets are initially stronger than pure pyrope but weaken with301

increasing temperature and majorite content.302
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Furthermore, it has been shown here that using relative strength experiments the flow law for an303

entire solid solution can be determined from just a few experiments. Also in these experiments a flow304

law for iron-free majorite garnet has been determined without the need to perform experiments on pure305

majorite. This is therefore a potentially useful method to determine the flow laws of high pressure phases306

from the lower-pressure end of the solid solutions of which they are part.307
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Relative strength of the pyrope–majorite solid solution and the flow-law

of majorite containing garnets.
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Abstract

Even though the garnet phase is the second most abundant phase in the upper-mantle and transition-

zone, no previous studies have directly measured the effect of majorite content on the strength of garnet

under mantle conditions. Here we report the results of constant strain-rate and stress-relaxation ex-

periments on garnets in the pyrope–majorite solid solution which constrain the strength of majoritic

containing garnets relative to pyrope as a function of majorite content and temperature. We find that at

temperatures below 650 ◦C both pure pyrope and majoritic garnets have the same strength. Conversely,

above 650 ◦C we find that majoritic garnets are initially stronger than pure pyrope but weaken with

increasing temperature and majorite content and with significant majorite contents are weaker than

pyrope above approximately 800 ◦C. We develop a flow law for the entire pyrope–majorite solid solution

as a function of temperature and majorite content.

Key words: garnets, transition-zone, majorite rheology, flow-law, high-pressure, high-temperature

1. Introduction1

This section has changed little in revision; references to experiments at the Bayerisches2

Geoinstitut have been removed.3

The garnet phase is the second most abundant mineral component of the upper mantle and transition4

zone, after olivine and its high pressure polymorphs. In undifferentiated pyrolite mantle, the modal5

amount of garnet is about 15% at depths of 100–300km increasing to around 40% between 500 and6

600km. In subducting slabs the percentage garnet in the MORB component of the slab can be as high7

as 90% between depths of 450 and 550 km (Ringwood 1991). There is potential, therefore, for the garnet8

phase to have a significant influence on mantle dynamics. However, despite this there have been, to date,9

relatively few studies measuring the rheology of even pure pyrope, let alone other garnet compositions10

relevant to the mantle. Studies that have been undertaken measuring the flow of pyrope include Wang11

and Shaocheng (2000), Dobson et al. (2005) and Li et al. (2006).12

The increasing amount of garnet with depth in the subducting slab and mantle is the result of the13

increased solubility of pyroxene (generically AB(Si2O6), where A and B are the two cations) in garnet as14

∗Corresponding author: s.hunt@ucl.ac.uk
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(a) Bulk modulus – K (b) Shear modulus – µ

Figure 1: Plot of K and µ values reported in the literature for the pyrope–majorite solid solution
(updated after Sinogeikin et al. 1997), where Xmj = [mj]/([mj] + [py]). The solid lines are the weighted
fit to all the data for which there are published errors and the dotted lines are the separate weighted
fits to the data with majorite contents above and below 67 %, after the preferred fit of Sinogeikin et al.
(1997). The coefficients for the solid and both parts of the dashed lines are presented in table 1. The
data are taken from: Sato et al. (1978), Leitner et al. (1980), Sumino and Anderson (1984), Duffy and
Anderson (1989), Bass and Kanzaki (1990), Leger et al. (1990), Yeganeh-Haeri et al. (1990), O’Neill
et al. (1991), Armbruster et al. (1992), Rigden et al. (1994), Pacalo and Weidner (1997), Sinogeikin et al.
(1997), Gwanmesia et al. (1998), Wang et al. (1998), Chen et al. (1999), Conrad et al. (1999), Zhang et al.
(1999), Gwanmesia et al. (2000), Lui et al. (2000), Wang and Ji (2001), Sinogeikin and Bass (2002a,b),
Gwanmesia et al. (2006).

the pressure and temperature increase. This changes the composition of the pyrope (Mg3Al2Si3O12)-rich15

garnet to give an increasing majorite (Mg4Si4O12) content, by substituting Mg2+ and Si4+ onto the16

octahedral site, which is occupied by Al3+ in pyrope. As the majorite content of the garnet increases17

there is a corresponding decrease in the bulk and shear modulae (figures 1a and b).18

Various authors (e.g. Cohen 1991, Gilman 2003) have argued that a material’s bulk modulus is a good19

guide to its resistance to plastic deformation. Assuming that this is applicable in the garnet solid solution,20

majorite-rich garnets should be mechanically weaker than pyrope. The opposite conclusion is drawn by21

Karato et al. (1995) who argued that the strength of a range of low-pressure garnet-structured materials22

is a function of homologous temperature and normalised creep strength; they argue that majorite garnet23

should follow the same trend and will therefore be stronger than pyrope in the transition zone. Kavner24

et al. (2000) find that majorite supports a larger shear stress than pyrope in room temperature diamond-25

anvil cell studies, consistent with the conclusions of Karato et al. (1995); however, no high temperature26

studies of majorite strength or rheology have previously been reported.27

We have performed relative-strength experiments to resolve the conundrum as to whether majoritic28

garnets are stronger or weaker than pyrope, as well as to generate sufficient data to calculate a flow law29

for more majorite-rich garnets. The relative strength experiments were undertaken on beam line X17B230

at the NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA.31

2. Experimental method32

This section has been divided in to two parts during revision; the tow parts are now33

experimental method and data analysis. The experimental method section contains the34
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information about how the experiments were performed; and is equivalent to lines 39 to35

73 in the unrevised text.36

The relative-strength experiments reported here were performed on beamline X17B2 at the NSLS37

(Weidner et al. 1992), using both the Deformation-DIA (D-DIA; Wang et al. 2003) and T-Cup (Vaughan38

et al. 1998) multi-anvil press modules in a 200 tonne load frame. The detector arrangement of this39

beamline consisted of four energy-dispersive detectors aligned in pairs to observe the diffraction patterns40

from the samples both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of uniaxial deformation. This is41

sufficient to constrain the hydrostatic and differential stress on the sample because the sample geometry42

is axi-symmetric. The diffraction detectors are complimented by a fluorescent YAG crystal and visible43

light CCD camera which image the sample during the experiment. Each experiment contained two44

samples which were stacked on top of each other and then deformed simultaneously under near-identical45

conditions; such an experimental design has been used previously (e.g. Li et al. 2003, 2006, Hunt et al.46

2009).47

The first experiment in this study was performed in a 6/4 D-DIA cell to investigate the relative48

strength of pyrope and py95mj5 as a function of temperature; the cell design for this experiment is49

illustrated in figure 2a. This was followed by experiments in the T-Cup to investigate the relative50

strength of more majoritic garnets (which would exolve enstatite at the lower pressures attainable in the51

D-DIA) and pyrope in stress relaxation experiments. The T-Cup experiments had pairs of samples with52

compositions of pyrope with 75% pyrope (py75mj25), and 75% pyrope with 50% pyrope (py50mj50); an53

experiment with a pure majorite sample was attempted but the majorite transformed to enstatite. The54

successful T-Cup experiments were undertaken in 7/3 and 7/2 cells respectively; the cell design for both55

experiments was the same and is illustrated in figure 2b. The majorite-containing starting samples were56

made from synthetic end-member pyrope (py100) and majorite (mj100) glasses which were mixed then57

repeatedly glassed in air at 1600 ◦C and ground under acetone until homogeneous. These glasses were58

then transformed into garnets at pressure and approximately 1400 ◦C in a 1000 tonne multi-anvil press59

at UCL; the recovered products were analysed by X-ray diffraction to confirm their crystal structure60

and phase purity. The recovered samples were ground for use as starting materials in the deformation61

experiments.62

Each deformation experiment was conducted as follows. Prior to compression of the sample diffraction63

patterns were acquired from each sample in the cell for the measurement of a reference unit cell volume,64

V0. The sample assembly was then compressed at room temperature to the required end load at which65

point an X-radiograph and diffraction patterns from each sample were recorded. The cell was then66

heated to the desired temperature, and for the D-DIA experiment the active deformation was started;67

there was no annealing before deformation to remove compression damage. The elastic and macroscopic68

strains were observed throughout the experiment by the acquisition of a repeated sequence of alternate69

radiography and diffraction measurements. The exposure time of the images was of the order of tens of70

microseconds, and the time taken to collect each diffraction pattern was approximately 5 minutes. The71

3
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(b) 7/3 T-Cup cell

Figure 2: A schematic of the D-DIA cell and a example of the T-Cup cell used at the NSLS in this study.
The hexagons are the boron epoxy cube for the D-DIA cell, the dark grey – MgO, black – graphite, light
grey – boron nitride, triangles – Al2O3 pistons, hatching – crushable alumina, heavy black lines are foil
markers between the samples which are white.

temperature was increased when either: a few percent strain had been accumulated in the samples under72

the current conditions or, in the stress-relaxation experiments, the samples had stopped straining.73

3. Data analysis74

This is a new section which describes all the data analysis performed on the data in75

this study. It contains the method we used to calculation the stress and plastic strain in76

the samples (lines 80 - 130 in unrevised manuscript) along with the analysis for deriving77

the flow law (lines 196 - 205 in unrevised manuscript). There are additionally a number78

of other changes requested by the reviewers, for example an expanded explanation of how79

the stresses are calculated from the diffraction patterns.80

Diffraction patterns were analysed for phases present and unit cell parameter using plot85 and the81

axial and radial elastic strains calculated. Calculation of the elastic strains requires the thermal expansion82

of the samples; the value taken for the volumetric thermal expansion was that of pyrope (19.9×10−6 K−1;83

Fei 1995) and was assumed to be independent of pressure, temperature and composition. The stresses84

can then be calculated, for an aggregate of randomly orientated cubic polycrystals in an axi-symmetric85

stress field (Nye 1985, page 143):86

σa = c11εa + 2c12εr (1a)

σr = c11εr + c12(εa + εr) (1b)

where σa and σr are the stresses in the axial and radial directions respectively, εa and εr are the crystal-87

lographic strains in the same directions. The values c11 and c12 are the elastic constants (generically cij)88

for the samples, at the conditions of the measurement; no averaging of the elastic constants is needed89

because garnet is cubic.90
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Continuous composition derivatives Discontinuous composition derivatives
All majorite contents High majorite (Xmj > 0.67) Low majorite (Xmj 6 0.67)

Value at Xmj = 0 ∂/∂Xmj Value at Xmj = 0 ∂/∂Xmj Value at Xmj = 0 ∂/∂Xmj

K 172.9 ± 0.3 −10.9 ± 0.7 168.9 ± 5.5 −6.7 ± 6.0 172.9 ± 0.3 −10.9 ± 0.7
µ 91.6 ± 0.2 −3.7 ± 0.3 81.4 ± 2.7 7.3 ± 2.9 91.7 ± 0.2 −4.7 ± 0.8

Table 1: Composition dependencies of KXmj
and µXmj

on majorite content, where Xmj = [mj]/([mj] +
[py]). The numbers presented here are those that describe the fits in figures 1a and b. The units of the
intercept values and slopes are GPa and GPa/Xmj respectively.

The cij values used in this study are taken to change as a function of pressure, temperature and

majorite content, according to the relationship:

c
P,T,Xmj

ij = c0
ij + P

∂cij

∂P
+ T

∂cij

∂T
+ Xmj

∂cij

∂Xmj
(2)

where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, c0
ij are the cij values of pure pyrope at room pressure and

temperature. Xmj is the majorite content of the garnet, which as is defined as:

Xmj =
[mj]

[mj] + [py]
(3)

and [mj] and [py] are the molar proportions of majorite and pyrope in the samples.91

The c0
ij values and their composition derivatives (∂cij/∂Xmj) have been derived (using Lamé’s rela-92

tionships, e.g. Poirier 2000, pages 13-14) from a weighted fit to values of the bulk (K) and shear (µ)93

modulae for the pyrope–majorite solid solution taken from the literature (figure 1). The dependency of94

cij with majorite content (∂cij/∂Xmj) and the value for pure pyrope (c0
ij) can be interpolated from the95

published data by assuming either that the composition dependency is continuous (solid lines, figure 1)96

or that there is a discontinuity in the composition dependency (dashed lines, figure 1). A discontinuity97

in ∂K/∂Xmj and ∂µ/∂Xmj is preferred by Sinogeikin et al. (1997) on the basis that a cubic-tetragonal98

transition occurs in pyrope–majorite garnets at ambient conditions and Xmj = 0.67. However, they could99

not exclude the possibility that the modulae decrease continuously across the solid solution. Heinemann100

et al. (1997) concluded that the cubic-tetragonal transition in pyrope–majorite garnets, a likely source101

for any discontinuity in the composition derivative, does not occur at high pressures and temperatures102

in majorite rich garnets. Therefore, in the present study, the composition derivatives of the moduli are103

considered to be continuous across the entire solid solution, particularly since the composition of the104

present samples were less than Xmj = 0.5. The weighted least-squares fits to the data giving the changes105

in K and µ as a function of majorite content in pyrope, both with and without a discontinuity, are106

presented in table 1; the data which were published without errors have been left out of the analysis,107

although they are included in figure 1.108

Measurements of the pressure derivatives of K and µ (∂K/∂P and ∂µ/∂P ) as a function of majorite109

content are not as numerous as measurements of merely the modulae; the papers which include pressure110

dependency data are: Duffy and Anderson (1989), Rigden et al. (1994), Gwanmesia et al. (1998), Wang111

et al. (1998), Chen et al. (1999), Lui et al. (2000), Wang and Ji (2001), Sinogeikin and Bass (2002a),112

Gwanmesia et al. (2006). There is no definitive composition dependency to the pressure derivatives of113

5
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cij cij,Xmj=0 (GPa)
∂cij

∂P

∂cij

∂T
(GPaK−1)

∂cij

∂%Mj
(GPaX −1

mj )

c11 295.0± 0.3 6.9 ± 0.1 -0.033 ± <0.001 −16.4± 0.9
c12 111.8± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.1 -0.013 ± <0.001 −72.0± 1.2
c44 91.6 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1 -0.010 ± <0.001 −37.0± 0.3

Table 2: Table of the isotropic cij values used in this study to calculate the stresses in the garnet samples
from the elastic strains. For details of the origin of the numbers see text; the data from which these data
are derived are listed in the caption for figure 1.

cij demonstrated by these data and therefore the pressure derivatives are calculated as a weighted fit114

to the published ∂K/∂P and ∂µ/∂P values assuming that there is no composition dependence. The115

temperature derivatives of the cij values (∂cij/∂T ) are isotropic Hill averages of the single crystal data116

for the ‘pyrope-rich garnet’ in Anderson and Isaak (1995); they are also assumed to be independent of117

composition. All other higher order derivatives are assumed to be negligible. A summary of the cij118

values and their derivatives used in this study is presented in table 2.119

The change in the length of the samples throughout the experiment was calculated, from the ra-120

diographs, by the cross-correlation method described previously by Li et al. (2003). From these length121

changes the sample strains can be calculated, the errors of which are estimated assuming that; (1) there122

is a 5 pixel error in the starting length of the sample, and (2) the error in length change between two123

adjacent images is 0.05 pixels. This radiographically measured strain (∆l/l0) contains a recoverable124

elastic strain component, as well as a component due to unrecoverable plastic strain. During deforma-125

tion at constant stress and temperature (in the D-DIA) the elastic strain is constant and the plastic126

strain-rate is equal to the observed bulk strain-rate. This is not the case for stress-relaxation exper-127

iments (in the T-Cup) where both the elastic and plastic strains vary simultaneously; consequentially128

the strain-rates measured by radiography are not necessarily equal to the true plastic strain-rates in129

the samples. Therefore, to calculate the instantaneous plastic strain-rates we first calculate the true130

instantaneous plastic-strains using the procedure of Durham et al. (2002), who define the plastic strain131

developed during some time interval as:132

ε =
Rk,n − Rk,n+1

Rk,n

(4a)

where Rk is the so called Kung ratio:

Rk =
ln
l0

/
an

a0
(4b)

The sample length is l, a is the axial unit-cell length measured by diffraction and the subscript n denotes133

the values at time n. The ratio Rk is the compliment of the bulk strain which would be observed if the134

sample was instantly relaxed to zero stress and room temperature at the time of the measurement.135

In order to calculate Rk properly the values of a and l need to be coincident in time, which in the136

raw data they are not. Therefore, the axial crystallographic length (a in equation 4b) was calculated137

at the time of the radiography measurements by interpolation. The plastic strains and instantaneous138
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strain-rates were then calculated from Rk for each sample. The ratios of the instantaneous strain-rates139

from the T-Cup and D-DIA experiments were then used to determine the effect of temperature and140

composition on the strength of the garnet solid-solution.141

The experimental data in this study were not sufficiently constrained or abundant to determine

independent flows law for pyrope-majorite garnets. However, with some manipulation, the ratio of the

strain-rates of the pyrope and majoritic samples can be used to derive a flow law for majorite-containing

garnets relative to the flow law for pure pyrope. This relative flow law can then be combined the with

flow laws of previous studies on pure pyrope (Dobson et al. 2005, Li et al. 2006) to give a flow law for

the entire pyrope–majorite solid solution, which is important for mantle garnet compositions. The flow

law for majoritic garnet relative to that for pyrope is derived from the flow laws for the two separate

phases as follows. We assume a generic flow-law for plastic deformation of:

ε̇ = A0σ
n exp

(

−Q

RT

)

(5)

where ε̇ is the strain rate, A0 is the pre-exponential factor, σ the differential stress, n the stress exponent,

Q is the activation energy for creep, R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature; this is the flow-

law generally applied to climb-assisted dislocation glide deformation. Rearranging this equation for

Q and taking the difference between the two relationships for majoritic and pyrope garnets gives the

difference between the activation energies of majoritic and pyrope garnet:

QXmj − Qpy = −
(log ε̇Xmj − log A

Xmj

0 − nXmj log σ) − (log ε̇py
− log Apy

0 − npy log σ)
1

RT

(6)

where the superscripts ‘Xmj’ and ‘py’ denote the majorite- and pyrope-rich phases respectively. Under

the experimental conditions the stresses in both the samples are the same and assuming that the stress

dependency does not change as a function of majorite content (i.e. nXmj = npy) the stress dependencies

cancel. By also assuming that the A0 values have no temperature dependency, which is true for a simple

Arrhenius process, the equation above simplifies to:

QXmj − Qpy = −

[

∂(log ε̇Xmj − log ε̇py)

∂ 1
RT

]

σ

= −

[

∂ log( ε̇
Xmj

ε̇py )

∂ 1
RT

]

σ

(7)

It is therefore possible to calculate the differences in activation energy and pre-exponential factors for142

high-temperature creep in pyrope and majoritic garnets.143

The activation energy (Q) can be split into two parts: the activation enthalpy (E∗) and an activation

volume (V ∗):

Q = E∗ + PV ∗ (8)

where P is the pressure. If the activation volumes for pyrope and majoritic garnets are identical the144

activation energy (Q) in equation 7 is independent of pressure because the PV ∗

py and PV ∗

Xmj
terms can-145

cel. For the experiments conducted here, no correlation between the strain-rate ratios and the measured146

7
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Run # Samples T P σ ¯̇εXmj
¯̇εpy Ratio

(◦C) (GPa) (GPa) (×10−6s−1) (×10−6s−1) (ε̇Xmj
/ε̇py)

D
-D

IA Garn 33 py95mj5 800 9.2 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.1 2.05 ± 0.05 2.38 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.03
py100 1000 8.7 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 4.99 ± 0.04 5.05 ± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.01

1200 7.9 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 6.85 ± 0.06 6.13 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 0.01

T
-C

u
p

Garn 35 py75mj25 500 9.5 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 1.2 2.3 ± 0.8 1.38 ± 0.41
py100 600 11.4 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 1.5 8.1 ± 2.6 0.58 ± 0.14

775 13.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 11.7 ± 1.3 14.9 ± 1.5 0.78 ± 0.06
850 13.6 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.2 4.65 ± 0.50
900 12.5 ± 0.1 < 0.1 ± 0.1 − −

Garn 36 py50mj50 600 12.9 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.2 10.8 ± 2.6 11.5 ± 3.7 0.94 ± 0.22
py75mj25 670 11.5 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3 8.9 ± 1.0 0.16 ± 0.02

720 11.9 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.4 7.5 ± 0.7 0.45 ± 0.04
770 10.5 ± 0.1 < 0.1 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.4 0.51 ± 0.03
920 7.6 ± 0.1 < 0.1 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 3.95 ± 0.60

Table 3: Strain rates and experimental conditions for the pyrope-majorite relative strength experiments.
The strain-rates presented here for the Garn 35 and 36 are the arithmetic averages of the instantaneous
strain-rates and as such are only included to give an indication of the actual strain-rates in the experiment;
strain-rate ratios for the stress-relaxation experiments are the average of the instantaneous strain-rate ratio
at those conditions. The data in this table have been plotted in figure 7.

pressure was discernible in the experimental data. Therefore, it has been assumed that the volume of147

activation is constant across the solid solution (V ∗

py = V ∗

Xmj
) and has no effect on the strain-rate ratio.148

4. Results149

This is the section of the paper which has undergone the most changes. The discussion150

of how we derived the flow law has been moved to the data analysis section and the151

discussion of the three different experiments expanded as per the requests of the reviewers.152

Each experiment is now discussed separately. Two new figures have been added to the153

section showing the plastic strain in experiment 35 and images of the recovered samples.154

Furthermore, the strain-rate ratios and the derivation of the flow law for majorite garnets155

are now in separate subsections.156

The three successful synchrotron experiments undertaken in this study were analysed to find the ratio157

of the strain-rates for the two samples during the experiment and the results are presented in table 3 as a158

function of temperature. The data were analysed in slightly different manners for the D-DIA (Garn 33)159

and T-Cup experiments but the data from the two T-Cup experiments (Garn 35 and 36) were analysed160

in an identical manner.161

D-DIA experiment — py100–py95mj5 (Garn 33)162

The first experiment was undertaken in the D-DIA with samples of py100 and py95mj5 with constant163

strain-rates. The pressure and differential stresses during this experiment were constant at each set164

of conditions (table 3) and therefore it is possible to calculate the plastic-strains directly from the165

radiography images, rather than via the Kung ratio (equations 4a and 4b). Measured strains are plotted166

in figure 3.167
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Figure 3: Strain as a function of time during experiment Garn 33. The filled symbols are for the py100

sample and the open symbols are the py95mj5 sample; the grey symbols indicate those data points not
used in the calculation of the strain-rates; the first black point at each temperature was used as the l0 in
the strain calculation.

The sample strain-rates (ε̇Xmj
/ε̇py) changes systematically with temperature (table 3). The first data168

point after heating (grey points in figure 3) were excluded from the strain-rate calculations in order169

to avoid including the transient effects that result from heating. The strain-rate ratio decreases with170

increasing temperature; at 800◦C the py95mj5 garnet is weaker than pyrope but at 1200◦C the reverse171

is true.172

T-Cup experiments — py100–py75mj25 (Garn 35) and py75mj25–py50mj50 (Garn 36)173

Two stress-relaxation experiments were performed in the T-Cup, with higher majorite contents in the174

garnets and at higher pressure than the experiment in the D-DIA. To calculate the plastic component175

of the strains from these stress-relaxation experiments it was necessary to use the Kung ratio (equations176

4a and 4b); the resulting plastic strains are plotted in figures 4a (Garn 35) and 5 (Garn 36). The plastic177

strains calculated in this way differ from the strains calculated directly from the radiography images by178

between 1 and 2 % with most of this difference occuring during initial heating of the samples.179

The most significant feature of the plastic strain in Garn 35 (samples: py100 and py75mj25) is that180

there is a significant increase in the strain accommodated by both samples upon increasing the temper-181

ature from 600 to 775 ◦C. This temperature range is consistent with the weakening observed in garnets182

by Weidner et al. (2001). As with Garn 33, above 600 ◦C, there is a weakening of majorite-rich garnets183

relative to pyrope with increasing temperature.184

The increase in strain with time during the experiment is more monotonic in Garn 36 than Garn 35185

but similar features can be observed in the data. At 600◦C the strain-rates are approximately the same,186

between 670 and 770◦C the py50mj50 sample has a slower strain-rate than the more pyrope rich sample187

and at 900◦C the py75mj25 sample almost stops straining, whist the py50mj50 continues to deform. Above188

770◦C in Garn 36 the differential stresses became too small to measure, but the samples continued to189

strain in a manner consistent with the rest of the experimental results. Moreover, at room temperature190

the more majorite-rich sample supported a higher differential stress (6.5 ± 0.4GPa in the py50mj50191
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(a) Plastic strain (from Rk)

(b) Confining pressure (c) Differential stress

Figure 4: Strain and stresses during experiment Garn 35. The filled symbols are for the py100 sample
and the open symbols are the py75mj25 sample; the vertical dashed lines indicate the time at which the
temperature was increased to the values adjacent to the lines. The grey symbols in part (a) indicate data
points not used in calculating the ratios of the strain rates.
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Figure 5: Strain and stresses during experiment Garn 36. The filled symbols are for the py75mj25 sample
and the open symbols are the py50mj50 sample; the vertical dashed lines indicate the time at which the
temperature was increased to the values adjacent to the lines. The grey symbols indicate data points not
used in calculating the ratios of the strain rates.

sample as opposed to 1.7 ± 0.9GPa in the py75mj25 sample). This is consistent with the observations192

of Kavner et al. (2000), who observed that majoritic garnets support a very large differential stress at193

room temperature.194

The confining pressures throughout Garn 35 are high enough for the py75mj25 sample to be stable195

but in Garn 36 the pressures drop below the ≈12.8GPa pressure required for the py75mj25 garnet to196

be in its stability field. At the temperatures of these experiments the kinetics of the decomposition197

reaction proved to be too slow for enstatite to form, indeed no enstatite peaks were observed in any of198

the diffraction patterns. We note here that a further experiment, Garn 37, was performed with pure199

majorite as one of the samples; this sample was observed to transform to pyroxene at ≈11.4GPa and200

550◦C. For all the experiments, the difference between the pressures measured from the two samples were201

for the most part within two standard deviations of each other (figure 4b shows the pressures measured202

during Garn 35); the same is true for the differential stresses at high temperature (figure 4c – differential203

stresses from Garn 35). The mean pressures and differential stresses for each temperature in all the204

experiments are listed in table 3.205

Recovered samples206

Figure 6 presents two secondary electron images of the samples recovered from experiment Garn 36;207

these images are typical of the recovered samples from all the experiments reported here. In these images208

it can be observed that the grains are between 1 and 5 µm in size, with a mean of approximately 2µm.209

the similarity of the grain-sizes between the two samples means that it is unlikely that the difference in210

strength between samples is due to crystal superplasticity.211

Strain-rate ratios212

The ratio of the instantaneous strain-rates of the two pairs of samples in each experiment were213

calculated (table 3) excluding the data highlighted in grey in figures 3, 4 and 5. These data have214
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Figure 6: SEM micrographs of the recovered samples from experiment Garn 36; the left-hand image is
of the py75mj25 sample and the right-hand image of the py50mj50 sample.

Experiment Garn 33 Garn 35 Garn 36 35 & 36 combined
Sample 1 py100 py100 py75mj25 py100

Sample 2 py95mj5 py75mj25 py50mj50 py50mj50
QXmj − Qpy 3.9 ± 0.4 101.0 ± 7.4 57.1 ± 4.3 158.1± 8.5

log A
Xmj

0 − log Apy
0 0.37 ± 0.03 11.48± 0.83 6.31 ± 0.49 17.79 ± 0.96

Table 4: Activation energy differences and A0 values for the pyrope–majorite experiments. These fits
are the lines that are plotted in figure 7.

been excluded because either they are immediately after heating of the samples and so will incorporate215

transient effects or the sample is not straining significantly under the conditions. The resulting ratios216

are plotted in figure 7. The most obvious feature in this graph is the change in behaviour above and217

below ≈ 650◦C (1/RT ≈ 1.30 × 10−4 mol J−1). Below 650 ◦C the strain-rate ratio measurements show218

no strong temperature dependency and the mean value (0.97±0.16) is within error of unity, whilst above219

650◦C there is a clear temperature dependency. In Garn 35 and 36, above 800◦C the more majoritic220

samples are weaker (i.e. straining faster) than the pyrope samples, whereas between 650 and 770◦C the221

pyrope-rich samples are weaker. The D-DIA experiment (Garn 33) follows a similar pattern however the222

majoritic sample is weaker above 1050◦C and stronger below this temperature.223

The temperature at which the strain-rate ratios change from being temperature independent to tem-224

perature dependant is about 650◦C. This is within the temperature range for the change in deformation225

mechanism from dislocation glide to climb-assisted dislocation glide (after Dobson et al. 2005), and ap-226

proximately the temperature above which cation diffusion in metamorphic garnets becomes significant227

(Yardley 1977). Moreover, around this temperature, depending on the strain rate, there is a change in228

the microstructure of both naturally and experimentally deformed garnets (Voegelé et al. 1998a,b).229

Above 650◦C the strain-rate ratios become sensitive to temperature and at these temperatures climb-230

assisted dislocation glide is the dominant deformation-mechanism (Li et al. 2006). Between 650 and231

800◦C majoritic garnets are stronger than pyrope; however, this does not mean that there is an increase232

in the absolute strength of majoritic garnets but only that the majorite phase has weakened less than233
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Figure 7: Ratio of the strain-rates in the pyrope and py-mj samples against 1/RT for experiments in
this study, where T is the absolute temperature. The vertical dotted line is the approximate temperature
at which the deformation mechanism changes from dislocation glide to climb and the errors of the offline
experiments have been omitted because of their size. The data plotted here is presented in table 3 and
the weighted fits to the data are presented in table 4.

the pyrope as the deformation mechanism changes from dislocation glide to climb-assisted glide, indeed234

there is a 10-fold weakening in Garn 35 between 600 and 750◦C. The strain-rate ratios of the py100–235

py95mj5 experiment show a smaller temperature dependence than the other experiments which have a236

25%-majorite difference between the samples and the py75mj25–py50mj50 has a lower dependency on237

temperature than the py100–py75mj25 experiment.238

Flow-law for majorite containing garnets239

From the strain-rate ratios (figure 7, table 3) the activation energy (Q) of majoritic garnets relative240

to that of pyrope has been calculated, using equation 7. These activation energy differences, calculated241

from a weighted fit to each set of experimental data above 650◦C, are presented in table 4; the differences242

between the logarithms of pre-exponential factors (log A0) are also included in the table. In the final243

column in table 4 the values from experiments Garn 35 and 36 are summed to give the differences in244

activation energy and logarithms of the pre-exponential factors between pyrope and py50mj50.245

From these activation energy differences the change in activation energy as a function of majorite246

content across the entire pyrope-majorite solid solution can be derived assuming that the cubic–tetragonal247

transition does not have a significant effect on rheology or that it does not occur at elevated pressures248

and temperatures (after Heinemann et al. 1997). The activation energy differences between pyrope and249

majoritic garnets have been plotted as a function of Xmj in figure 8.250

The functional form of the activation energy difference between pyrope and majoritic garnets is not

known and no previous work has been found in which the expected functional form has been derived.

However, there are various constraints on the function which the relationship must have beyond the

values of the data. The function QXmj − Qpy must be zero at Xmj = 0. For both ‘low’ and ‘high’

majorite contents there is expected to be relatively little change in the activation energy for creep as

13
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Figure 8: Activation energy difference for the pyrope–majorite solid-solution as a function of majorite
content in the high temperature regime (T> 650◦C); the solid line is the fit to the data defined by equation
9c and the dashed lines are one the standard error boundaries of the fit. The errors on the data points
are the weighted fits presented in table 4.

a function of Xmj because the occupancy of the octahedral site will be dominated by Al3+ or Si4+

and Mg2+ respectively. Most of the change in activation energy will therefore be at at ‘intermediate’

compositions, but what constitutes ‘low’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘high’ compositions is not known a priori.

These constraints define the activation energy to be a sigmoidal function of majorite content. The best

fitting function (solid line in figure 8) was found to be an asymmetric sigmoid and has the form:

QXmj − Qpy = a

(

b · X c
mj

1 + b · X c
mj

)

where a, b and c are constants.251

This relationship has the same form as the Hill equation (Hill 1910, who used it to describe oxygen252

ligand bonding to haemoglobin). Significantly however, this function passes through zero at no majorite253

content and has by far the lowest least squares misfit of all the functions tried. Moreover, the function does254

not asymptote with increasing majorite content. The sparsity of the data and the errors on the activation255

energy differences do not preclude the possibility that the actual functional form of the relationship is256

different from that used here. A similar analysis has been performed for the value of the pre-exponential257

factor difference assuming that both pyrope and majorite have the same stress dependencies and, again,258

the Hill equation has the smallest least squares residual of all the functions tried.259

Combined, these relationships define the flow law for majoritic garnets relative to that of pyrope to

be:

ε̇Xmj
=











ε̇py when T < 650◦C,

A
Xmj

0 σn exp
(

−Q
Xmj

RT

)

when T > 650◦C.

(9a)

where
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log A
Xmj

0 = log Apy
0 + 19.9(13)

(

51.8(489) · X
2.6(6)

mj

1 + 51.8(489) · X
2.6(6)

mj

)

(9b)

QXmj = Qpy + 180.5(119)

(

39.1(319) · X
2.5(5)

mj

1 + 39.1(319) · X
2.5(5)

mj

)

(9c)

For reference the flow law for pyrope at less than 650◦C has been measured by Dobson et al. (2005) and at260

greater than 650 ◦C by Li et al. (2006) who measured Qpy = 270±40 kJmol−1 and Apy
0 = 3.5+4.8

−2.0×106s−1.261

Therefore the activation energy for climb-assisted dislocation glide in end-member majorite according to262

this study is 446 ± 44 kJmol−1.263

5. Discussion264

This section has only undergone minor changes from the unrevised version of the text.265

In the interests of readability, however, the section has been divided into two subsections266

which discuss the mineral physics and the implications for the mantle separately.267

Mineral physics268

The relationship between the strength of pyrope and majoritic garnets is more complex than initially269

expected. A change in relative strength with composition was expected but the temperature effect was270

not; in hindsight perhaps it should have been. Such temperature dependant behaviour has not been271

predicted previously but we are confident that the temperature effects observed here are robust and not272

an artefact derived from pressure effects. If all the experiments saw a reduction in sample pressure with273

increasing temperature we would be unable to distinguish between a pressure and temperature depen-274

dant rheology. However we saw the same temperature-dependent trend of strength in all experiments275

despite the pressure increasing slightly (Garn 35), dropping slightly (Garn 33) and dropping significantly276

(Garn 36). This suggests that the pressure effect is small, supporting our neglect of the PV ∗ term, in277

equation 8.278

The change in strength between pyrope and majoritic garnets is clear to see in figure 7. At low279

temperatures (< 650◦C) majoritic garnets have the same flow law as pyrope while at higher temperatures280

the flow law of majoritic garnets is significantly dependent on the majorite content of the garnet and281

the temperature (equation 9). The flow law derived here is consistent with a change in deformation282

mechanism in both pyrope and majoritic garnets at about 650◦C. This is in agreement with the studies283

of Yardley (1977), Voegelé et al. (1998a,b), Dobson et al. (2005) among others, all of whom make284

arguments related to a change in deformation mechanism at about this temperature.285

The relative flow-law presented here, in equation 9, is valid assuming that the stress dependences (n)286

of pyrope and majoritic garnets are the same. In the calculation for the flow-law if they are the same287

they cancel but if not the pre-exponential factor as formulated here has a stress dependant term in it.288

It cannot, however, be discerned from this data set if there is a change in n with majorite composition.289

We suggest the observed composition dependence of majorite rheology might be explained as follows:290

strain-rate, under a given differential stress, in the dislocation-climb regime is controlled by diffusion291
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of the chemical species. By adding Si onto the nominal 3+ site in garnet it becomes easier to create292

cation vacancies by local charge-balancing with Si4+, increasing the vacancy concentration. This, in293

turn, increases the the pre-exponential factor in the strain-rate Arrhenius equation (equation 9b). How-294

ever, adding silicon to the 3+ site also increases the migration enthalpy, resulting in an increase in the295

magnitude of the exponential term; hence the steeper gradients in figure 7 as a function of increasing296

majorite content. These two effects combine such that at temperatures above approximately 800◦C297

highly majoritic garnets are weaker than pyrope.298

Rheology of the mantle299

In normal mantle, i.e. away from subduction zones, the highest garnet component of the mineralogy is300

in the transition-zone, at depths of about 520km (Ringwood 1991), where the temperatures are between301

1600 and 1700◦C. At these conditions, majoritic garnets in the transition zone will be much weaker than302

pure pyrope would be at the same conditions. This, combined with the increased strength of the high303

pressure polymorphs of olivine (e.g. Weidner et al. 2001) relative to that of olivine, shows that majoritic304

garnets will be the weak phase in the transition zone; a conclusion which is contrary to the predictions305

of Karato et al. (1995) and Kavner et al. (2000).306

Thermal models show that at transition zone depths the top-most layer of the subducting slab is at307

temperatures in excess of 800◦C. Therefore any majoritic garnets in the MORB layer of the subducting308

slab will be weaker than if they were pure pyrope. Relative to the core of the slab, the MORB layer will309

be weaker because of the elevated temperatures and the weakening caused by the majorite component of310

the garnet. However, the weakening effect of majorite is unlikely to be sufficient to make the MORB layer311

weaker than the surrounding, non-subducting mantle because of the significant difference in temperature312

between the normal mantle (T ≈ 1600−1700◦C) and the top of the slab. Therefore, it is unlikely that this313

study invalidates previously published models of MORB layer delamination at the 660 km discontinuity314

(e.g. van Keken et al. 1996) but the relative viscosity of the garnet layer and the core of the subducting315

slab will be significantly reduced or even reversed and the models will need to be reassessed.316

6. Summary and Conclusions317

This is a new section to the paper which summarises the discivaries and lists our con-318

clusions, as per the request of the reviews.319

In this study we have measured the relative strength of garnets in the pyrope–majorite solid solution320

and shown that the strength of majorite relative to that of pyrope changes as a function of temperature321

and composition. A flow law for majorite has been enumerated (equation 9) and we conclude that the322

the activation energy for climb-assisted dislocation glide in end-member majorite is 446 ± 44 kJmol−1.323

At temperatures below 650 ◦C both pure pyrope and majoritic garnets have the same strength whilst324

above 650 ◦C we find that majoritic garnets are initially stronger than pure pyrope but weaken with325

increasing temperature and majorite content.326
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Furthermore, it has been shown here that using relative strength experiments the flow law for an327

entire solid solution can be determined from just a few experiments. Also in these experiments a flow328

law for iron-free majorite garnet has been determined without the need to perform experiments on pure329

majorite. This is therefore a potentially useful method to determine the flow laws of high pressure phases330

from the lower-pressure end of the solid solutions of which they are part.331
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